
Busy Bees    March 6 - 10 Theme: Shapes
Story Time

Books: Circles, Stars and Squares: Looking for Shapes Changes, Changes
Friendshape    Shapes in Art Shapes in the Garden      Shapes in Sports
Round Is a Mooncake       Little Critter Shapes Perfect Square     Square Cat ABCs
Circle, Square, Moose Not a Box     Round Is a Tortilla     Lots of Dots

Songs and Finger Plays:   Shape Monster     The Circle Song     The Square Song
The Rectangle Song   The Oval Song    The Triangle Song   Ticket to Ride

Games: Shapes Memory - visual discrimination      Little Bear Hiding - problem solving
Shapes, Shapes - a song featuring listening skills

Language
Shape Feely Bag Identifying different shapes by feel and comparing which is soft, 

hard, rough, smooth, big and little  
Inspiring Stories       Not a Box, by Antoinette Portis features a rabbit who imagines a 

box to be a rocket, a pirate ship, a race car. Michael Hall, in Perfect Square, manipulates a 
paper square into a house, fountain, and a garden by crinkling, tearing, cutting and remaking it 
into other forms. Both books should inspire both art and play.

Rectangle Rhymes Pictures of rhyming word pairs will be taped to our Lego blocks so 
rectangle tower matches can be built

Math
Shape Patterns    Blue square, blue square, red circle, blue square, blue square ....
Play Dough Build a Shape Play dough corners and craft sticks will help us see 

the number of sides that a triangle, square, rectangle, and hexagon have 
Shape Outlines We'll line up unifix cubes on the large outlines of a triangle, 

square, circle and rectangle as we compare the characteristics of these shapes and we will 
have fun aim bean bags into the outlines as well 

Art
Shape Reveal     Painting over various shapes cut from contact paper. After painting, the 

contact paper will be lifted off so the shape can be seen. 
Little Blue and Little Yellow Children will use sponge rollers to apply paint to tiles, swirl 

the paint around with q-tips and then press paper onto a tile first for prints. First a yellow print 
then repeating with blue. Our double print should have some green, just like the classic book by 
Lionni about different color friends who combine to make a beautiful new color.

Fine Motor / Gross Motor
Aim and Scribble Skills Working with correct hold
Copy Cats Build a matching tower, gate or bridge with cubes
Treasure Hunt       Searching for shapes in the Sensory Table
Musical Chairs Pick a shape from the hat, walk around the chairs which each 

have a shape taped to their backs. Then when the music stops quickly sit down on the chair 
which matches your shape ( number of chairs will equal the number of children)

Science
Marble Path  Children can create different paths for marbles to move through 

cardboard tubes and drop from one to another as they make their way down a board.




